THE WAREHOUSE MOBILE PICKING
APPLICATION
M2U|Logistics solution has been developed to expedite the tracking of all

"The application has streamlined the

your company stock warehouse movements. Reception of supplier orders,

separation processes we've been looking

client orders picking, client returns and returns to suppliers, transfers

for a long time. Moving2U is always

across warehouses or inventory counts, can all be made right from the

available to improve the application

warehouse on a quick and easy way. This software solution was developed

according to our requirements "

like an add-on to the existing ERP, extending its scope to the warehouse,

- Aveicellular

while all stock management continues to be managed by the ERP.

BENEFITS
+ Speeds up
procedures
+ Minimizes errors
+ More control
STOCK
MANAGEMENT
+ Batch numbers
+ Serial numbers
+ Traceability

1D/2D Barcode
Scanning
The integrated optical scanning is
based on the devices manufacturer’s
SDK. This way, the application is able
to fully control the reader and gather
the full details on the barcodes being
read. Additionally, the application is
able to control GS1-128 split barcodes
and instruct the user to read the
remaining

ones.

The

application

supports several common barcode
symbologies, namely Data Matrix and
QR codes.

THE MOBILE LOGISTICS SOLUTION
THAT YOUR ERP HAS BEEN MISSING
The architecture of the solution was designed to support connectivity
with different ERPs, relying on the speciﬁc integration mechanisms
provided by their manufacturers. Moving2U works closely with the
leading producers of management software, ensuring compatibility
with new versions and product lines, as well as ensuring the integrity of
the integration process and compliance with deﬁned rules*. The list of
supported ERPs is being extended to support more products. Please
contact us to know if your ERP is already supported or if you would like
us to support the ERP your company is using or developing.

Label printing
The software is able to print to Zebra
printers, using the appropriate template
for

each

scenario.

The

available

templates are automatically identiﬁed
based on the current document type,
product, customer or supplier. The
mobile solution can even create labels
to identify boxes and other type of
containers where the product items are
to be placed and generate SSCC
labels.

Supported devices
º Barcode reader enabled devices with Windows Mobile 6.x/Windows
Embedded Handheld 6.5 (e.g.: Zebra/Motorola Symbol … )
º Label printers
(e.g.: Zebra … )
The continuous development of this solution ensures that our clients
have access to new features as they are being added, as well as support
to new types of devices and operating system versions. Android and
Windows 10 versions of the mobile app are being added to the solution

FOLLOW FOR MORE DETAILS:

and will be available on 2018 Q1.

* Updates are available to clients under warranty or a valid software maintenance agreement.

http://m2u.link/m2ulogistics-en

Usage Scenarios

A LABEL PRINTING
B ERP ONLINE INTEGRATION
C SUPPLIER ORDERS RECEPTION
D PICKING
E EXPEDITION
F

DELIVERY

G INVENTORY COUNTING
H WAREHOUSE TRANSFERS
I

RETURNS

Supported documents
HIGHLIGHTS

The ﬂexible architecture of the solution allows a quick conﬁguration of different
types of documents and tasks as well as all the deﬁnitions associated, namely
if it should be based on a document coming from the ERP or a document

WIRELESS INFRASTRUCTURE

created manually.

The hybrid online/ofﬂine communications model allows the user to perform

º Supplier order receptions

most of its tasks, regardless if there is

º Transfers across warehouses

no full wireless coverage on site. The

º Client order picking

system can also run on a public mobile

º Picking list

network.

º Customer return, with or without RMA control
º Returns to suppliers

ADAPTABLE
TO CLIENT
PROCEDURES
Flexibility is a distinguishing feature of the
M2U|Logistics solution, meaning that it is
very customizable and can be adapted to
the business processes of each client,
while remaining as a standard product
with low maintenance costs and without
compromising its evolution.

º Inventory counting, with or without a preset list of product
items to be counted
º Supply of raw materials to production, based on a manufacturing
order
º Warehouse reception of production from manufacturing
º Other types of documents
Warehouse tasks can be based on documents coming from the ERP that
were originated in other applications. Online sales from an eCommerce website or orders collected by sales representatives with the M2U|Sales mobile
solution can be fulﬁlled and shipped in the same day.

ABOUT US...
What we do
The core business of Moving2U is the development of mobile applications for processes optimization,
either as a product or as a custom development, extending its applicability to various domains:

Products
º M2U|Logistics - Internal logistics

Contact

º M2U|Sales - Sales force automation
º M2U|FieldServices - Field services assistance

Contact us to know more about
our products and services.

Projetos
º MRW (Spain/Portugal) - Proof Of Delivery
º Auchan Supermarkets (Portugal) - PSS Self Scanning, Picking

MOVING2U Lda

º Sonae / Continente (Portugal) - Picking

Rua Adriano Lucas,
Edifício Sete, Fr. 7A

Platforms

3020-430 Coimbra

Moving2U is focused on developing mobile Line-of-Business applications for the most common

PORTUGAL

platforms:

º Android: Smartphone / Tablet
º Windows 10: Smartphone / Tablet / PC
º Apple iOS: iPhone / iPad

tel: (+351) 239 983 900
email: info@moving2u.pt

º Windows Embedded Handheld 6.5

Visit us at

Goals

www.moving2u.pt

Settle the Moving2U brand and be one of the leading players in the ﬁeld of logistics and mobile sales is one
of the clear objectives of the company. Moving2U wants to continue to be a reference in the IT business
sector in the area of enterprise mobility, recognized for developing software with high quality standards,
based on a sustained strategy, planned with rigor, sense of responsibility and competence.

Develop mobile applications that allow our customers to: optimize processes; increase efﬁciency and
eliminate waste; provide signiﬁcant increases in productivity and proﬁtability; contribute to an increase in
the quality of life of its employees.

Partnerships
The specialization of companies working towards the continuous improvement of their offer naturally
creates the need to develop synergies between them, in order to complement the mutual offer of more
comprehensive solutions. Since 2003, Moving2U has established solid partnership relationships with
other companies based on the complementarity of their offers and on mutual trust, continuing to focus
on this path around 4 vectors:

º Close collaboration with leading industrial mobile devices manufacturers to use ofﬁcial
SDKs and to participate in new equipment pilot programs
º Establishment of technological partnerships with leading software companies
º Direct intervention on reference clients
º Strategic alliances with business partners.

All trademarks and registered trademarks are property of their respective owners.

SIMPLIFYING
YOUR BUSINESS
PROCESSES

